
Fashion & Design Assessment Task

You may print and present this task or submit
it on GC /MHO

Some innovative products we use today have related physical and functional
natures. Some also have either a positive or negative
impact on our lives and society.

Choose a technological product - it could be a fashion item/wallet or handbag
/ hat or cap / telephone / jeans / shoes / sewing machine / t shirt / iron /
jewellery / watch

▪ What is the function of this item? What does it do and how do
people use it?

▪ Use diagrams with written explanations to show the development
of this product over time. (timeline)

▪ Why do you think this technological product has changed over
time? (what has happened in society to influence these changes)

▪ Can you think of another use for this item – explain your answer.
▪ How has it changed the way people do things? (e.g. how has it

affected people / society / the environment? Think about positive
& negative impacts on society) (this answer can lead towards an
above or beyond grade)

Assessment Schedule

Characteristics of
Technological

Outcomes

AT ABOVE BEYOND

Society and
environments are

impacted by
technological

developments.

I have:
Identified a product.
Described changes over
time.
Described the impacts on
peoples lives.

I have:
Identified a product.
Clearly showed changes
over time.
Explained impacts on
people’s lives – positive
and negative giving .

I have:
Identified a product.
Explained with detail,
changes in design features
over time. Given in-depth
descriptions of  impacts on
people’s lives / society.

Technological outcomes
are fit for purpose in

terms of time and
context. Outcomes  may

have more than one
function.

I have:
Talked about what this
item does and why people
used it.

I have:
Explained the function of
the item
Identified an alternative
use

I have:
Explained the function of
my chosen item
Explored / described an
alternative use

Teacher Comment: Grade:


